
 

 
An Introduction to META-Health 
 
Radically accelerate your diagnosis and 
empower your clients to heal 

 
Meta-Medicine®, discovered and 
successfully applied by European doctors 
and therapists for years, alongside 
conventional and holistic medicines, 
takes the current mind body concept to a 
whole new level of excellence.. By 
understanding the body’s biological 
survival programming, Meta-Medicine 
aims to scientifically map physical 
symptoms via the brain to their primal 
cause.   
 
As a health practitioner, Meta-Medicine 
aims to provide you with a powerful 
therapeutic framework and to provide 
the tools which can assist you to 
accelerate your current diagnosis and 
therapeutic practice. 

By asking targeted questions in 
conjunction with Meta-Medicine 
mapping, the aim is to quickly determine 
the root cause of a patient’s illness, 
diagnose exactly where they are in their 
disease cycle and as a result deliver the 
right treatment at the right time. 
 
In turn, Meta-Medicine aims to take 
away any fear the patient(s) may have, 
empowering them in managing their own 
recovery.   
 
Meta-Medicine aims to provide you with 
simple, yet powerful knowledge, tools 
and strategies to apply in your health 
practice and to achieve health.  

 
Unlike other diagnostic systems, META-Medicine does not 

require guesswork, intuition or a leap of faith to determine the 
root cause of any disease. 

 
 

2-Day META-Medicine® Intensive Seminar 

September 7th and 8th 2013 

Enniskillen. 
Investment £349 

EARLY Bird offer £295 if paid in full by 
July 1st 2013  

 



         
 

                    The Seminar will discuss the following topics: 
 

What exactly is the organ, mind, brain connection? 
What is the message your symptoms are revealing to you? 

What is the real cause and process of a disease? 
Why do certain therapies work only some of the time? 

What traumatic experiences and conflicts precede disease? 
How is breast cancer connected to a separation conflict? 
Are there Natural Laws that govern disease and healing? 

 
            In this profound seminar we will answer these questions: 
 

 How to apply the effective Meta-Medicine Diagnosis and Therapy? 
 What is the cause, meaning, phases and cycles of a disease? 
 What exactly is the organ, mind, brain connection? 
 What is a healing crisis and how do we deal with them? 
 What is the biological meaning of our diseases? 
 Which of the many therapies should you apply and when? 
 Strategies for Optimum Health. 
 Live Audience Demonstrations and practical applications with many 

exercises. 
 And much, much more. 

                       About your speaker 

Linda Burke has been in practice as a Chartered Physiotherapist, 
IntegrativeTherapist and Master NLP practicioner for over 30 years  Having been 
introduced to META Medicine a few years ago, Linda has been so inspired with 
the acuracy of root cause diagnosis, and the empwerment it offers her clients, 
she has gained a wealth of knowledge and ecxperience in the practice of META 
Medicine.   She is Ireland’s first META Medicine Health Coach, and Trainer.   She 
is passionate, provokative and fun, and eager to share knowledge and make a 
difference in the realm of health and personal empowerment. 
 
Book now to avoid dissapointment. 
Contact Linda on +442866328200 or email info@lindaburke.co.uk 
View www.lindaburke.co.uk/seminars for more information 
 


